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eavy metal will never die, which makes sifting through new records 
feel like everlasting torment. Luckily, I am here to guide your lost 
souls, beginning with Australian death metal trio Faceless Burial. The 
band has one boot in the astral plane and the other in the rotting 

corporeal, embracing complexity without losing their face-splitting intensity. Their 
third album, At the Foothills of Deliration (out on Dark Descent and Me Saco 

Un Ojo), deepens the band’s reach on both fronts; it’s knottier and more brutal 
than ever. Faceless Burial’s interplay bounces with coordinated recklessness; 

think of their musicianship as an otherworldly ping-pong game between two 

warring demigods, and Earth is the helpless ball that’s never served a soft hit. Neither 
player will go out of bounds. The instrumental “Haruspex at the Foothills of 
Deliration” throws back to Australian death-doom GOATs diSEMBOWELMENT, 
with gliding synths and choral backing vocals that fade into “Redivivus Through 
Vaticination.” Deliration attacks with deftness, owing more to death metal’s greater 
psychedelic onslaught than any specifi c style.

Look, metal is often brute and ugly, yet the sublime coexists within it as well.
Michigan’s Cloud Rat understand this well, as they remain exemplars of modern 
grind on their fourth album, Threshold (Artoffact). Cloud Rat continue to make 
their name on grinding, melodic crust—beautiful, frayed, and delirious—nihilism 
with a smile that avoids devolving into straight hopelessness. Threshold resists the 
temptation to give up.

And here’s a last one for you. If your band reminds people of a more established 
act, that’s a mixed blessing—it means you’re onto a great sound, but it’s also, 
like, why not listen to the original? Massachusetts’ High Command are basically 
an Iron Age worship band. Iron Age whipped so much ass that we are simply too 
unevolved to properly quantify it. And so, High Command whip considerable ass 
as well. Their latest LP, Eclipse of the Dual Moons (Southern Lord), is sort of 
their The Sleeping Eye, in that it is the album where they’ve leveled up, swung 
sharper axes, severed more heads, pondered orbs more intently, and conquered 
more riff-fi lled lands. “Imposing Hammers of Cold Sorcery” even has some Saga 
Demos synth, honing in on that U.S. power metal/crossover fusion (for you new 
heads, “crossover” is a hybrid genre of trash metal and hardcore punk). High 
Command also nail what crossover is missing: epics that clock in at almost 12 
minutes, unleashing an arsenal of harmonized leads, like “Spires of Secartha.” 
This is old-world metal fortifi ed for 2022. 

—ANDY O’CONNOR

umgirl8 are the best thing to happen to music since the 
Slits opened for Kleenex. (I’m not sure that gig ever happened, 
but if you listen to them, you’ll get the gist.) And like those 
late-’70s groups, this New York City quartet does old-school 

post-punk better than most.
Cumgirl8’s name, inspired by lurid DMs received by women since the dawn 

of the internet, is intentionally “Crass” (I’d argue that they’re cut from the same 
provocateur cloth as the legendary U.K. punk collective, who infamously had their 
1981 album Penis Envy banned for obscenity). CG8, as they are frequently abbre-
viated on social media, have also been debarred, but on social media platforms 
like Instagram and YouTube for “sexual material,” despite censoring themselves 
according to content guidelines.

Anyway, here’s what you need to know: cumgirl8—four friends from various 

creative backgrounds, including ballet, modeling, and playing in various queerpunk 
bands—are bassist Lida Fox, drummer Chase Noelle, and guitarists Veronika Vilim 
and Avishag Cohen Rodrigues. The “eight” is a play on their expressions of mas-
culinity and femininity (that’s double “four”...get it?) as well as the meme-centered 
online personas people adopt in the digital age (which makes four people eight 
people...get it again?).

Cumgirl8’s music is sex-positive, political, playful, and imaginative—an intoxicat-
ing mix of macabre guitar textures and club-driven grooves courtesy of an airtight 
rhythm section. Their 2020 self-titled debut LP, a live-tracked post-punk fever 
dream produced by Uniform’s Ben Greenberg, boasts standout tracks like the Bush 
Tetras-esque, irreverent “Waffl es” and the Birthday Party sleaze of “Cherry Nipples.” 

The following year, 2021, brought about their RIPcumgirl8 EP (the title directly 
refl ects the aforementioned controversy surrounding their moniker). It is a marked 
evolution in sound: The vocals on “Pluck Me” recall the legendary Nico, a stunning 
delivery atop mesmerizing gothic guitar overtones and a throbbing post-punk melodic 
structure. It’s the band’s best track yet, and I’m not biased.!

That brings us to the present day: In 2022, cumgirl8 dropped “Dumb Bitch,” a 
caustic and buzzing electroclash-punk burner, as part of Suicide Squeeze Records’ 
Pinks and Purples singles series. It’s all drum-machine-driven dance beats and con-
frontational lyrics: “Hey, cumgirl/What’s in it for the world?/Can you teach your 
anarchy from the seat of your limousine?/Will you keep getting what you don’t 
know you want?” Of the song, Fox has said, “It’s exploring the space between 
romance, masochism, pleasure, narcissism, and the balance of how much we give 
and take in our relationships.”

Word on the street is that CG8 will be heading into the studio soon to record 
their next record, possibly a second full-length LP. In the meantime, catch them live; 
their shows are one of the most immersive and engaging post-punk experiences to 
be had in this current generation of bands. 

—ALEX BAKER, POST-PUNK.COM
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The other members of Cloud Rat decide whether to forgive Brandon Hill for not telling them about the sentient rodent that lives under his hat, helping him play the drums. Photo by Luke Mouradian

Now, that’s what we call fourth-rave feminism. Photo by Stephane Feugere


